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Preliminary Visit - 24th March 2010 

When the team was in the house Elaine developed a bad head and a feeling of sickness, before entering 

the house she felt alright. When Elaine got home her dogs was going mad like she had been making a 

fuss of another dog, the owner has not got a dog. 

Equipment List 

Elaine Digital Camera: Kodak C913 

Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC 

Pre-Vigil 

Elaine sat on the stairs on the night of the investigation while everyone was setting up equipment and 

kept getting a cold draught on her back. She checked to see if any windows where open or a draught 

coming from the loft hatch and could not find an explanation for the draught. 

Steph was standing in the kitchen doorway and Elaine heard scratching coming from the kitchen. 

Elaine picks up on the name Bertie. 

Vigil 1: Front Bedroom – 23:50 to 00:20 

For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

Elaine initially measures the temperature at +18.4 ºC. 

23:50 Elaine hears a clicking sound, this turns out to be Andy’s pen. 

23:55 The taps in the bathroom start dripping so Nathan gets up to turn them off. 

00:00 As Elaine was looking towards the back bedroom she saw a little girl run past from the stairs to 

the bedroom. 

00:10 Elaine has the feeling of falling and when looking up can see bricks in a circle like being in a 

well and the ripple of water and a light at the top of the well. 

00:16 Elaine sees the little girl again; she is wearing a smock dress, boots and has light brown hair. 

00:17 Nathan tells Elaine that he has the shivers. 

 The bedroom lights up from a cars headlights. 

Vigil 2: Back Bedroom – 00:30 to 01:00 

For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

Elaine initially measures the temperature at +18.4 ºC. 

00:35 Elaine sees flashing red lights by the teddy bears this is Bill’s data logger, a couple of seconds 

later Elaine sees two white flashes just above the data logger. 
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00:39 A security light comes on outside and lights the room. All down the left side of Elaine has gone 

cold. 

00:40 Elaine can feel the hair on the top of her head being played with. 

00:41 Elaine hears a tapping sound coming from the corner by the chest of drawers. 

00:43 Elaine picks up the name Anna for the little girl. 

Nathan does not pick up or sense anything during the vigil. 
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Break 

While having a break Elaine was sitting on the stairs and heard a child’s voice coming from upstairs. 

Séance 

Elaine does not pick up on anything during the séance. 

Vigil 3: Lounge – 02:15 to 03:00 

For the positions of the team members see the plan on the last page. 

Elaine initially measures the temperature at +18ºC. 

02:17 Nathan tells Elaine that he senses someone standing over him and their energy. 

02:25 Elaine has a cold draught on her left side and across her knee’s. 

02:29 Elaine picks up on the name William and Alexandra and can hear whispering.  

02:30 Elaine can hear what sounds like a kids xylophone being played. 

02:37 Elaine sees what looks like a child’s arm waving on the stairs. 

02:47 Elaine can hear tapping noises by the front door. 

02:50 The left side of Elaine’s face has gone cold, the right side is fine. 

Experiment 

Elaine has the feeling of someone looking through the kitchen window and being frightened. Near the 

end Elaine saw a small black shape move along the floor next to where Steph was sitting. 


